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THE WOOSTER VOICE
Students Seek To Eliminate
Racism On College Campuses
By JEAN PEACOCK

"I learned that racism is

alive
and well and' exists on the college
level as well as worldwide," stated
one student who attended the racism conference which took place on
the Wooster campus this past weekend-

The conference, organized by the
Ohio Student Christian Movement

and the Wooster

Chapter of

NAACP, focused mainly on the
topic of racism on the college
campus. Beginning with a panel
discussion on Friday night and
continuing with workshops through-

out Saturday,

the conference

be- black students and white
, tween
students in what is- hoped to be the
beginning of a movement to fight
racism at Wooster.
" Though students from other
Ohio colleges had been invited to
attend the conference, only a few
were able to come. Around 35
students from Wooster took part in
, many of the workshops and, consequently, discussions focused on the
problems of racism on this campus.
vTbese problems tended to be defined as existing on both a personal
and a structural leveL:- major-probleoa the personal
level was Identified by many as the
lack of communication and understanding between blacks and whites
at COW. One student who attended
the conference commented that he
was surprised at the naivety of
white students about the problems
that minorities experience. These
problems Include: the difficulties of
being the only black student In a
class or living on a dorm hall: the
' pressures of being expected to constantly represent the needs of black

opened lines of communication
-
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Will Feature

Varied Events
BY R.W.M. MORRISSEY

Art exhibits, athletic events, and
other entertainment activities will

highlight Parent's Weekend. 1883,
which begins today., - :
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Parents and family members
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It ever change?" "."
In order to respond "yes," students, faculty, and administrators
must realize, as one student suggested, "that the problem of racism is dependent on ourselves, and
we have to work together to solve
the problem."
.

Lodging Information
A' check, with area hotels and
motels shows that only Liberty
House Hotel on Liberty Street in
Wooster has available accommodations. At press time, however, only
one room was free.
.

it

..-

.

Dayal Chand, dean of students at Alma College, Kithlgaa. discusses
"Education for a World without Borders" at Wednesday's convocation in Mateer. Photo by SanJayPateL

WesUngikpuse
By TIMOTHY E. SPENCE '
hum of burners
The
and boilers Is prevalent even as one
approaches the Herman Westing- house Memorial Power Plant .
east
Situated on the campus'
ern arm of University Street, nestled between the sprawling green
ery of the golf course and a humble
residential section, the power plant
passes Its time sending steam to all
parts of campus.
On wintry days the billows of
white smoke from the coalflred
plant are quickly detectable from
on and off campus, adding a touch
of chin to the air as they have since
the plant went Into operation in
ever-prese- nt

'

1939.

Junior Gary Ferner, center, partakes in a native India Week activity,
held m Lowry Center this past week. Photo by David Simboli.
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- The challenge- for Wooster was
posed in one student's comment
that people seemed to learn a great
deal from the, conference, "but the
Issues are tie same each year. Will
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from around the country are ex--'
pected to arrive today and tomorrow to partake in the annual spring
festivities. A library exhibit. "Selections from the Treasure Room."
wQl feature rare books and items
from the archives at the Andrews
Library. The exhibit shows ail day
.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
The Flick Art Museum Is host to
two showings this weekend. James
R. Denne, a senior art major and
John' Eaton are displaying paint- tags from their respective senior '
Independent studies projects.
Ia the MacKenzie Gallery at Sev- erance Art Building. Haidi Halss."
will display a collection of her
ceramics works.
Highlighting Parents Weekend
win be-- a tour of Amish areas in
and' around Wayne County. - The
tour, led by William L Schrelber.
emeritus professor of German, and
Richard E. Stelmel of Wooster vO
be conducted from a.m. -Saturday .'"
morning to noon.
.
- Various
academic " departments
will hold Independent studies presentations and receptions all day :
Saturday. Students featured In the
presentations include: David.
Aeuna, Shelly - peering , Shelly
Grander. Mark Ruttedse. Lea Rey-- v
nolds,' and'SaCy Schuiau Schedules
'
- ' Continued on Page If ' "
.f
.
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speaking, initiating

programs, and serving oa committees as the token minority student;
the lack of social outlets; the out- -,
right racist comments of other
students; and the lack of role
models on the faculty or In the
administration.
The message which evolved from
the workshops and discussions is
that 'whites on campus need to

The Weekend:

become involved on a personal
level by taking more responsibility
for speaking out about racism and
initiating. changes at Wooster. As
one student stated at the end of the
conference, "Racism, is .'our problem, as whites."
Several structural problems were
defined during a workshop oa
racism at the college level.
These include the decline in black
student enrollment (which at Wooster is54) and the lack of minority
faculty and administrators. Another structural problem was identified In the present system of student government elections as well
as the lack of minorities represented on various campus committees.
At the conclusion. of the conference It was decided that Interested
students would meet again to begin
to plan ways to change the problems which exist on both the personal and structural levels.
meeting alThe first follow-u- p
ready took place on Thursday.
Students who are Interested In
working to' eliminate racism from
this campus are encouraged to
watch for notices, about future
meetings, for the racism ".confer-enc- e
Is only a lteginning.

'
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When the Westinghouse plant
first went Into operation, not only
to : the
did it pump steam-hea- t
campus, but it generated electricity
for all campus buildings. "I guess
it reached the point where we could
buy electricity cheaper than gener
ate our own, says Harold Becker, a
21 year fireman at the plant. :
Now, the Westinghouse plant
sends steam heat to campus dorms

and academic : huntings, and air
conditio! newer buildings, like
Lowry Cect&r, Plant Supervisor
If al Conn any notes. During peak periods, the plant
produces some 43,000 pounds of
pressure per hour, going through
an equal amount of water, and at
least 40 tons of coal per day,
Cormanysays. .
With the help of his four firemen
including Becker, "Billy" Mar
tin, Virland Owens and Ralph- Weidman
Conn any mans- - the
numerous gadgets, dials, switches
and pumps 24 hours a day, every
day of the year.
Hour by hour Corriany and his
men must check prepare readings,
and maintain a keen eye on coal
storage, water pressure, and water
temperature. '
With a background din which is
always present the power plant
workers have other chores they
must tend to. In spite of some 92
itiing tubes which scrub exhaust
before it ascends the 206 foot smoke
stack, one finds a prevalence of
coal dust and silt on railings and
:

;

-

ladders in the cavernous Interior of
.:'
the Westighousa plant .
"We havra lot of things we have
to do rben we're not checking
dials," Becker says with a grin and
a stare. "We have to clean' equipment all the time."
; "You don't keep a floor this clean
In a place like this without sweep- ing it," Conn any remarks. A quick
glance at the floor of the main'
entrance, and the bathroom-of3c- e
area shows that great care has
gone in to cleaning and poKihtag
the standard grey floor paint
In spite of the relative cleanliness, "Too have to take a shower
before. yon go home at niii.",--Corman- y
says, his hair stSl damp
from a recent dousing. ",
j
"Yet there are other activities.
:

--

--

.

--

Weidman, whose

Jong-tim- e

hobby

has been making miniature steam
engines, produced perhaps the
world's only backwards clock In his
spare time.
Years ago, when the dock atop
Kauke Tower was being replaced.
Continaed on Page 10
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Concert Flop, Take

ago.
Mr. Closson is certainly not to be blamed for the fact that
students at Wooster tend not so support campus events. Yet with
years of experience under his belt, the fact that he has not yet
learned bow to cater to the students indicates that his ability to
function as overseer of student activities has diminished.
For the past year, student leaders on campus have gone without
compensation for their services because of alleged budget shortcomings. Faculty siie will be reduced, and reports show that the College
may run. a small deficit. Yet Mr. Closson is permitted to lose
thousands of dollars on unsupported activities.
Perhaps it is time that Mr. Clos son's resignation be tendered.

Ian Hartrick
Daniel C. Howes
Timothy E. Spenee

Here At Wooster
Black Religious Experience (Ma-tee- r,
10 a.m.) and a Tuesday evening lecture on God and Human
Theologian
Freedom (May 3, Lean Lecture
Room. 8 p.m.)
In Residence
The Theologian in Residence Proby the Presbytery
This spring in the tradition of gram, sponsored
Valley, is deMuskingum
of
the
Paul Lehmann (1980) and Elisabeth signed to bring to campus
strong
Schussler-Fiorenz- a
(1982). our third
Visiting Theologian wflJmake Woo- theological thinkers in specialized
ster a temporary home. Henry fields for an intensive two week
James Young, Professor of system- experience with students.
atic Theology at Garrett Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois, Winch Lectures
will preach, speak and visit many "Ceasing to Exist" is not a talk
classes during his two week resiabout death, but about the meta13.
dence on campus, April
physical problem of being. It is a
As a scholar and teacher, Henry topic to which most of us devote
Young's work ranges fromprocess little thought in the round of daily
theology to a focus on black theololife, but to which philosophers in
gy and preaching. The problem of their work devote a great deal It is
God's love and human suffering, the topic to be addressed by Peter
particularly within the black expe- Winch, Professor of Phflosphy at
rience, has been a major focus for King's College, University of Lonhim.
don, currently visiting professor of
Dr. Young received his doctorate phllosphy at Brooklyn College.
in systematic theology from The Winch is perhaps best known for
Hartford Seminary Foundation with his book The Idea of a Social
a dissertation of the process theism
Science and for the debate surof Alfred N. Whitehead and Tie rounding his paper, "Understandhard de Chardin. His publications ing a Primitive Society." He has
include a two volume study of translated some of Simone Weil's
MmJot BUck Religious Leaders work and is a distinguished student
(1977. 1979). Preaching the Gospel of Wittgenstein. This is a unique
(1976). Preaching on Suffering and opportunity to hear a first rate
A God of Lore (1978), and God and phOosphical mind deal with an
Human Suffering: A Festschrift In Interesting problem. The talk takes
Honor of Howard Thurman (1983). place Monday, May 2 at 4 p.m. in
An ordained minister in the AmeriLean Lecture Room.,
can Baptist Convention. Dr. Young
chaplain
a
in the Air Force
is
Reserve. Prior to his present posi-to- n
at Garrett, he taught at the
Interdenominational Theological
Center in Atlanta and at Edward 'Home' At
Waters College in Jacksonville, was
Senior Research Director at The Wooster
Home has been called "one of tne
Center for Parish Development in
Illinois, and is now also Director of most joyous plays of
Church and the Black Experience "warm, funny, and fully alive,"
and an "exciting, exhilerating eveat Garrett
On Monday, May 2 in Lowry ning full of laughter." This award
Center Pit at 3:30 p.m. Dr. Young winning drama, from the New York
will be honored in an all college Negro Ensemble Company, was
reception. His pubic talks include first performed in 1980. This season
Wednesday's convocation. May 4, Daedalus Productions is takingthe
on The Quest for Identity: The show on a national tour.
By SUSAN FIGGE

30-M- ay

Nuke The Freeze
Although we do not know the results of Wooster's freexe
referendum, we hope the ambiguous nature of the questions gave the
respondents some pause. A freeze on "missiles and new aircraft
designed primarily to deliver nuclear weapons" would ignore
aircraft and missiles designed to carry both atomic and conventional
weapons. For example. Backfire bombers used by the Soviet Navy
carry nuclear and conventional weapons while airforee Backfires are
primarily armed with nuclear weapons.
NATO
Soviet negotiators have long tried to pull nuclear-capabinto the strategic nuclear balance. There are dozens
weapons, the employment of which would depend
of other dual-us- e
upon the situation. The enforcement of a building ban against them
le

rs

would be impossible.
That fact alone calls the freexe referendum into doubt, but other
aspects of the question are also dubious. Without
inspection it
would be impossible to verify a freeze on deployment and production
of nuclear weapons. Unenforceable agreements are not worth the
paper upon which they are written.
Moreover, the referendum does not address several other major
replacement of nuclear
questions. Does a freeze forbid
weapons that have become worn out or ineffective due to defensive
advances? Since several U.S. systems are nearing block obsolescence, while Soviet systems are of 1970s vintage,- replacement could
be a major concern. Secondly, how would a freeze deal with
technology? Because of them the
advancing ABM and
deterrent strategy as we know it today could be undergoing change.
Without the answers to such questions, the freeze would increase the
risk of nuclear war, and degrade our national security.
on-si- te

one-for-o-

i
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Last weekend's concert marked Wooster's third financial disaster at the hands of Lowry Center Director Hal Closson and the
Student Activities Board Concert Committee. The David Johansen
Band, which was expected to draw 2.000 people, managed to interest
a small handful of spectators, few of whom were Wooster students.
That the Johansen concert was a financial disaster is nothing
new at Wooster. In the past year, the bringing of three musical
programs resulted in losses of what has been estimated to be at least
$15,000. In addition to Johansen, last spring's Donnie Iris appearance
and Doc Severenson Show were complete bombs. The only successful
programming, it appears, is the annual performance of the Cleveland
Orchestra, which consistently fills McGaw not only with townspeople,
but with a near majority of local students.
Were Mr. Closson a novice at scheduling concerts and music
shows, it would be understandable why he and his student assistants
have had such little luck on the music scene. But this is not the case.
Mr. Closson has been at Wooster nearly as long as Lowry Center has
been. If he were operating in the private sector on a success record
like that he has had in the past year, he would have lost his job long

fighter-bombe-

Service
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-

anti-aircr- aft

Ian Hartrick
Timothy E. Spenee
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Nam Lecture

On Tuesday, May 3, Dr. Michael
R. Hurwitz will be giving a lecture
entitled "Vietnam and My Lai; A
Truth That Needs To Be Told" at 8
p.m. in Mateer Auditorium. The
entire college community is invited

to attend.
Dr. Hurwitz served in the Army
during the Vietnam conflict from;
1967-7While in Vietnam he received several decorations for meritorious service to his country. Dr.
Hurwitz also served on the commission investigating the "My Lai
Incident" for the Army.
Today Mr. Hurwitz is a successful businessman and writer. His
political and financial columns ap-

1.

pear in numerous publications

throughout the U.S. Mr. Hurwitz is
a graduate of NYU and received
his doctoral degree from Sussex
College in England.
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News
Digest

Plugging In:

Lebanese authorities

BEIRUT

bare taken Into custody a Lebanese
citizen who admits that he killed

Be shir Gemayel last
September with a bomb that leveled Phalange party headquarters
in Beirut The suspect was picked
up shortly after the bombing and
militia
had been held by right-win- g
forces ever since.
Norwegian officials are
OSLO
searching with navy planes and
boats In a fjord on Norway's western coast for an unidentified submarine spotted by two civilian divers. A spokesman says the vessel is
not Norwegian and not a NATO
craft ... and if its presence can be
confirmed in the narrow bay,
there's "a fair chance" it can be
trapped. The Norwegian sighting
came as the Swedish Prime Minister warned that his country will no
longer tolerate such intrusions, and
will attack any foreign submarine
caught in Swedish waters. The
Swedish government issued a statement, accusing the Soviet Union of
sending
submarines
into their waters to spy on secret
military bases.

president-elec- t

half-a-dox-

Koranaa's Article Miarcpreaeated

Wooster Net Analogous To Old
Science Fiction Stories
By PETER HAVHOLM
WoosterNet opens May 25, which
reminds me of the old science
fiction story about the ultimate

computer network

opening.

They've just finished connecting all
the computers of the universe to

Part

IV in a series on
computers and computing

at Wooster.

make one giant tiinUng machine.
The Chief Scientist (a tall, blue
figure) flips the switch to make the
final connection and asks the first
question: "Is there a God?"
"There is now," answers the
computer.

cause the social context itself will
be minimal."
That is L. Pearce Williams "Inventing the Future" in Executive,
the magazine of the Cornell University Graduate School of Business
and Public Administration, reprinted In Creative Computing. I do not
think he is kidding.
Do you see the "everything is

..

afford one?"

U.S. Government Toughens

A House sub-

Rules For Foreign Students

7--

Austria's Chancellor.
Bruno Kreisky. 72, quit after his
party lost its parliamentary majority. Before the elections, Kreisky
declared he wouldn't lead a coalition government The Socialist Party won 90 of the 183 seats in the
elections, 2 short of a majority.
Austria's Deputy Chancellor Fred
Sinowatx was nominated by the
party in his place.
The German magazine
BONN
Stern began Monday to publish the
"rediscovered" secret diaries of
Adolph Hitler. The authenticity of
the diaries is disputed by some
historians. 60 volumes were said to
be found in an East German hayloft Stern said the history of the
National Socialist Party will have
to be revised.
Secretary of
WASHINGTON
State Shultz believes he can conclude a pact to rid Lebanon of
foreign forces. Starting his Mideast
peace mission, Shultz said such an
agreement is "a very doable
thing." The trip is vital to the
future of U.S. influence in the
Mideast and the standing of the
present Secretary of State in the
administration. He has eome under
increasing blame for the failure of
the U.S. peace initiative in the
region.
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.

A new

president was elected by the

Teamsters amidst Inquiries Into
corruption. Jackie Presser. 56, was
selected by the union's executive
board to succeed Roy Williams,
who resigned while he appeals a
U.S. bribery conviction. Presser,
formerly a union vice president in
Cleveland, is under investigation on
charges of signing paychecks for
"ghost employees."
Continued on Page 4

and, consequently, human learning.
That is the most exciting thing
about personal computers. The big
machines (Like our fat VAX now

T-

committee halved the extra aid to
El Salvador sought by President
Reagan to $30 million. The 5 vote
came on the eve of the president's
address to a Joint session of Congress to call for an increase of aid
to Central American nations. Rep.
Clarence Long (D. Md.) chairman
of the panel, said the aid was tied
to four conditions Including the
planned appointment of a special
envoy.
VIENNA

Upon your request I submitted an
article for the April 22 issue of The
Voice. The article was short but
needing material for that Issue you
accepted it as an article, somenow
it was printed as a letter to the
editor. In much abridged form.
I realize that upon submission
my article became the property of

The Voice and that Voice policy is
basting in its personal air conditioning in Andrews) tended to scare all to cut In regard to space. Changing
but the knowing. Small personal a submission from an article to a
editor, however, is
machines become more inviting by letter to theediting.
the month: ordinary people can irresponsible
solve ordinary problems with their
Due to this I have been grossly
engineering" assumption behind help.
misrepresented. Trusting the IntegLet me be frank. I enjoy comput- rity of your word I feel this to be an
that blather? To L Pearce Williams, education and art are brute ers as passionately as I do because example of Interference of the laytools for coping with crowds Those they have helped me learn a whole out staff in your decisions.
of us who think of them as expres- new set of skills and have opened
To finish my article I wish to
sions of the profoundly human love up the possibility of learning a lot state that Sibling Weekend was a
power,
more.
Is
The
such as It is.
of learning and beauty had better
wonderful idea that was unsuccess
be very alert to the dangers of that fine. But the glory of the machine ful due to geographical distance
me
play
allowed
is
to
has
that
it
kind of thinking.
with kinds of problem-solvin- g
I had and proximity to parents' weekend.
be
not before experienced. It has been Siblings' Weekend should either
to the fall or run in conjunclike. discovering the books of a new moved
tion with parentajteekend.
and original thinker.
"
DOUGHNUNext week
"What if you can't
Elisabeth M. Koremaa

en

WASHINGTON

Editor:

school, they'll have to return to
their home countries for two years
here, explains
before
INS spokeswoman Janet Graham.
At the same time congressional
.

WASHINGTON. D.C. (CPS)

Restrictions on foreign students attending American colleges are
about to get tougher In August and
may get even harder If Congress
passes a new bilL
The Immigration and Naturalisation Service (INS) announced last
week that as of August it will give
foreign students four years to complete their coursework here.
If they don't finish in that time
and they want to continue going to
-

re-register- ing

-

Fran

M . Jantsea

But if we are worried about what
Horrified understanding appears
on the Chief Scientist's face. Before people might do to us with their
he can fully form the thought to computers, we ought to learn how.
turn off the power, a knowing bolt computers can be used. The strategy of determined Ignorance In the
of lightning incinerates him.
That story was written 20 years face of technological advance, howago, but our concern about the ever militant has never shown
malevolent power of machines is much promise. We need Philosoconsiderably older. Karl Capek's pher Programmers to counter sorobots In R.U.R. (1920) wipe out the cial engineers like L. Pearce, and
human race and start their own. we need them in on the beginnings
Mary Shelley's Dr. Frankenstein of new developments in technology.
God didn't say (hat computer scien(1818) invents a machine that destroys him. E.M. Foster's short tists and electronics engineers were
story "The Machine Stops" (1908) not allowed to know anything about
suggests a different kind of ma- people.
I think worry about computers
chine malevolence: the power to
sap our human initiative through springs from the mistaken assumption that machines have any kind of
taking over all but trivial tasks.
Students have wondered out loud, consciousness and the consequent
recently, at my incautious praise of tendecny to forget that machine
computers. Should not humanists behavior is never more nor less
be opposed to the increase of ma- than a precise representation of
human action. Even when machine power?
worry,
chines behave erratically, the exground
for
some
There is
but not about what the machines planation lies in a design produced
will do. We should continue to and executed by humans. Machines
do not take people's jobs; people
worry about the people.
Here is a line of human thought who buy machines and put them in
for example, that worries me very factories take people's jobs. The

much:
"(When the computer and biology revolutions now in progress are
complete.) society itself will be
dramtically reshaped. Highly decentralized and nearly completely
automated, human activity will not
revolve around work, since robots
will have shouldered this burden.
With population growth more or
will probably
less static,
be clones, since few will willingly
risk a genetic gamble. They will
take the tried and tested: themselves. Education and the arts may
simply wither and die. Of value
because they enable us to under-- '
stand ourselves in a social context,they will become irrelevant benew-bor-

ns

famous "computer error" that
sends you a water bill for $2 million
is misnamed. It is the result of
someone's giving the machine Incorrect instructions: an
human error. It Is always
tempting, of course, to blame the
tool, to complain that the hammer
wasn't big enough.
The similarity of this argument
to the NRA's "guns don't kill people; people kill people" Is misleading. Computers are not weapons by
design. On the contrary, one of the
most interesting things about the
relationships of people with personal comput ers is that the versatility
and power of the machine seem
often to stimulate human curiosity
old-fashion-

ed

.

Trill mi niTT.
u
approved by.irinvm
the full House and
Senate, would force foreign students to return home for two years
before becoming eligible to apply
for permanent U.S. citizenship.
Graham says the bills are neees- ttmAMm

'

Continued on Page 10

Administrators' Pay Rises 6.4
College and university adminisWASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
trators received average pay increases of only 6.4 percent this',
academic year, compared to 10 percent and 8.7 percent pay hikes in
the previous two years, an administrators' association has found.
This year's smaller salary Increases "are probably an indication
of what is to be. expected over the next few years," says Stephen
Miller, executive director of the College and University Personnel
Association, which conducts the annual salary study.
Of the 93 positions surveyed, executive and administrative
8.9 percent and 7.9 percent
officers got the biggest pay increases

..

;

-

.v
respectively.
:;
Student" affairs administrators, on the other hand, received the
affairs
smallest salary increases. 4.2 percent foflolred by academic
officers with 6.5 percent raises.
- "With declining enrollments and the ongoing economic problems
colleges are facing, I think a slower rate of salary Increases will be
the norm for at least the next few years," Miller says.
"In terms of a career in higher education, though, it may mean
good people will be leaving the profession, and that could cause some
v
"
" '
real problems in the future."
Community college administrators fared best this year, averaging 6.5 percent more than they made last year. Officers at large
universities were close behind with 6.2 percent Increases, trailed by
four-yecollege administrators, who netted only 4.7 percent pay
.
" ' "
'
raises.
years,
recent
time
administrators,
in
first
the
school
for
Private
5.6 percent compared to 6.6
received smaller 'pay increases
' percent than their public school colleagues. ' J
Of all administrators surveyed, deans of medicine received the
highest salaries, $88,700, followed by law school deans at $87,787.
Nursing administrators at student health centers made at least
$16,640 followed by bookstore directors at $16,740.
Women and minorities continue to be the lowest paid administrators. Compared to their white male counterparts, women earn 44:8
percent less and minorities make 37.2 percent lesa, the study shows.
Miller says a number of factors, such as length of employment
could explain the disparity between minority and
y
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Public School To Lobby With Privates
become members," he says.
Fort Hays pulled out of USSA last
April because of its "radical"
platforms.
views and
"They spend their time working
on grassroots organization, working
on social and political issues like
abortion and El Salvador, and they
don't spend any time lobbying on
the Hill on real student issues,"
Faulkner charges.
COPUS "is the most respected
student lobbying force in Washington. The people we've spoken to say
their people are the most impressive,
and most seen
of all the student lobbying groups,"
he adds.
Faulkner is "terribly wrong,"
responds USSA head Janice Fine.
"I feel horrible about (Fort Hays'
withdrawal). We're losing a good
school, but they are also losing a
valuable ally by not joining us,"

HAYS, KS (CPS)

Student leaders at Fort Hays State University
are trying for a first:
They want to make Fort Hays the
first public college to join a private
college student lobbying group.
They've already withdrawn Fort
Hays from the U.S. Student Association (USSA), which has over 300
mostly-publschools as members
and is the largest student lobbying
group in Washington, D.C.
Now they want to join the National Coalition of Independent College
and University Students (known as
COPUS). which also lobbies for
students in Washington, but caters
ezcusively to private schools.
COPUS, on the other hand,
doesn't want Fort Hays State.
COPUS "is not going to allow
membership of public institutions,
at least not at this point," says
Michael Holmes, executive director
of COPUS' Research Project.
"We have a long history of working for the private school student,
and we do it effectively precisely
because we work only with the
private sector," he adds.
But that doesn't phase Fort Hays
student government President Kevin Faulkner.
"We've passed a resolution to
subscribe to their newsletter, and
we're talking of getting COPUS to
change their constitution and format to allow state institutions to

"far-fetche- d"

ic

best-prepare- d,

she contends.

.

"Contrary to what they say, we
have done some great things legislatively," Fine asserts. "We've
fought consistently against the Solomon Amendment, we've testified
before the National Student Aid
Commission, before House and Senate subcommittees, and done a lot
of work with the AAUP (American
Association of University Professors)."
Perhaps as a result, "our membership is up significantly."

SGA

USSA now has 340 individual
student governments signed up, an
increase over lSSTs 240. Twelve
state student associations belong,

Briefs

At the Student Government Assocompared to eight last year.
ciation General Assembly meeting
But Faulkner maintains, "unless
last Monday, the Financial Affairs
we find some way to join COPUS, 'Committee reported their fund rethere's really no choice. We won't quest recommendations. The
amount in the General Fund was
join any national association." '
initially S3.478.60. The amount requested was S9.2S7.36, which obviously meant that there was not
nearly enough money to satisfy the
requests of each organization.
The College Bowl, the Wooster
Fellowship, and Douglas
MOSCOW
Three Soviet cosmo- Christian
receive any funds.
nauts returned safely to earth after Dorm, did not
House,
Senior Week
Harambee
up
attempt
to link
aborting an
their
Committee, Wooster Community
craft with an orbiting space station. Action,
and the Wooster Men's
They underwent some tense moClub, were the
Rugby
Football
ments while plotting their
that were allocated
path to a soft landing in Soviet organizations
amount of money.
Central Asia. Radio Moscow an- theAllmost
money in the General
of
the
nounced that the space mission was
Fund was allocated to the various
to be terminated due to unspecified organizations
on campus. The madifficulties.
jor
cutback
funds this quarter
in
ComWASHINGTON
The U.S.
merce Agency would be replaced was for refreshment requests for
functions.
under a new Reagan plan. The
Board
and New People
Judicial
proposal calls for an international
applications are once
trade department as a step towards Directory
again available at Lowry front
a more coherent and .effective nadesk,
and are due at the desk no
tional trade policy. The new cabithan 12 p.m. on Saturday,
net unit may also handle trade later 30.
The SGA needs interested,
functions currently done by the April
students to join their
enthusiastic
Departments of Defense, Treasury
staff ... think about the applicaand State.
tions I
The members of the Student Government Association welcome all
parents to the College this weekend, and hope you have an enjoyable time.

News
Digest

re-ent- ry

non-progra-

"Let us be ready to

m

College Bowl

take the field
whenever danger calls!

Promises Fun
For years now parents have been
telling us to get good grades. Why?
Well, in high school we needed high
marks to get into a good college.
Right now we are working hard to
get into graduate school or just to
secure ourselves jobs.

JOHN HANCOCK

But, come on guys,

doesnt that

get a little bit tiresome? All that
knowledge and no one to show off
w

I,

s

to.
Wrong!
Now you can participate in College Bowl: The Varsity Sport of the
Mind. This week registration for
has
College Bowl Week, May
taken place. Hopefully, you've already registered. If you haven't,
but you would still like to partici-

From the minute men to the Crccn Mountain Boys. America
has counted on citizen soldiers.
Today as members of the National Guard and Reserve, their
training, readiness and support from you their employers are vital.
For information write: Employer Support of the Guard and
Reserve. Arlington. Virginia 22209.

2-- 6,

Protect their future while they protect yours.

r.

'

!

...

':

.1

'

I

pate in some capacity, contact
Caroline Delafield or Kris Kemper
at ext. 2378. Positions for scorekee-per- s,
timers, and other fun jobs are
still available.
But, what is College Bowl? If you
were at either of the exhibition
matches. Friends of Cornaro vs.
Pyrrhic Victory or the Deans Staff
Team, you know. If
vs. The
you missed the action. College
Bowl consists of two teams, four
players on each panel, answering
questions in every area of human
knowledge. Questions range from
physics and literature to the mechanics of a car. Maybe your
specialty is television trivia. Great!
Everything is included.
College Bowl Week is just beginning. Maybe you were too late and
didn't sign up. Don't worry. Next
year College Bowl will compete in
regular matches, both at home and
at other schools. Wooster will have
three or four teams.
If you are not participating in
College Bowl come cheer your'
friends on. You won't want to miss
All-St- ar
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Dear
Career
Has the College reflected the
(national declining trend in recruiting on campus?
No. The national trend shows a
reduction in the numbers of recrui-

ters from both businesses and graduate schools, although graduate
schools have not cut recruiting as
much. Businesses have reduced
their recruiting efforts anywhere
pom 30 to 50 In the past four to
(five years. Personnel offices have
cut their staffs and are letting job
seekers come to them.
Although there are fewer recrui
ters at the College this year, CP PS
has not reflected the national trend
to the extent that other institutions
have.
How does CPPS seek recruiters?
CPPS depends heavily on mail
efforts for seeking recruiters. Most
recruiters are sought from this
area for two reasons: recruiters
are more likely to come if they
dont have to travel long distances,
and a high percentage of graduates
stay in this area for employement
CPPS solicits recruiters from
area companies or businesses, as
mentioned above, as well as companies who have traditionally hired
Wooster graduates. This tactic is
useful in situations where Wooster
might not normally have had expo- -.
sure (in other states, for example).
What new trends are there in
tec lulling?
Occasionally, due to fewer num
bers of recruiting personnel at businesses lately, businesses who have
had positive experiences wltn
Wooster graduates in the past will
come to Wooster looking for a
graduate to fill a specific position.
Last year there were twelve such
requests. This year Smuckers
called the CPPS office ana asxea u
they might interview six top students. The position was advertised
in the Potpourri ana after inter
views, one person was hired. Case
Western Reserve University regu-lar- y
calls CPPS seeking graduates
to do research because .of the
unique experience that Independent
Study provides at Wooster.
How can I be eligible for oppor
tunities like the ones mentioned
.

.

above?
Any student who wishes to interview with a recruiter from a graduate school or business must have
her or his credential file up to date.
You must have a resume and
letters of recommendation on file in

order to interview.
If the staff at CPPS knows you,
and your file is updated, you will
be in an advantageous position
when a company like Smuckers
calls looking for outstanding students. Otherwise, opportunities like
these for which you might be more
than suited could evade you.
If I dont interview through CPPS
what alternatives does this leave
me?
Most important are personal contacts. Often alumni, relatives or
expecontacts through
rience can lead into important networks. Use every possible lead.
Although each contact may not
seem like the best lead, it may
connect you to something else
which could be helpfuL
An informational column written '
cooperatively by Voice stall members Don Sandford and Edith Mfc
Gandy, and CPPS.
off-camp-us
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Michael 's Provides A
Sumptuous Sunday Brunch

Look At
The Olde Jaol
A New

Colleg-

North (corner
of North and Walnut)
Wooater

,
or
p.m.
If
p.m.
Sat
Sun 11 a.m.-- 2 p.m.
a Visa, Master Charge, and
American Express
Local checks with two
forma of LD.
Full Bar
dress seems
appropriate
Dinner per person (incL
entree, appetiser or dessert,
drinks, tax 4 tip) $20430
(211)

282-11- 11

282-25- 18

5--10

on-F- ri

5--11

Semi-form-

Homemade soupi.and seafood such
as shrimp cocktail, clams casino
and escargot are among the selection of appetizers, running from
$.75 to $3.95. In addition to several
house wines, the Jaol has an extensive wine list with a similarly wide
price range. Suggested are a BAG
Saint Louis Beaujolais and a BAG
Macon Blanc. The dessert offerings
d
cheeseinclude a
cake and carrot cake both of which
are very good.
On the whole, the Jaol allows for
a relaxed evening of satisfying food
in an attractively renovated Wooster landmark. The service tends to
be slow so allow several hours for
dining. Reservations are advisable.
locally-prepare-

Recommended

Restaurants
For The
Weekend

Angela Adams

Robert Sullivan

Coccla House (Piiza and Italian
food) :
764 Pittsburgh Avenue
Wooster.
282-713-

or

8

263-019-

Francavilla's

food)

0

Rlstorante

(Italian

If arket Street

148

Wooster
263-080-

j

0

The Hero House (Subs)
141 N. Bever Street
Wooster
.
ZSZ-81-

Hong Kong Restaurant (Chinese)

E. liberty Street

Wooster
262-29- 58

HDn

and Greek Specialties)
Liberty Street

154 W.

Wooster
264-88- 00

Town and Country Restaurant
(Steak)

4809 W. Lincoln Way

Wooster
3

The Wooster Inn (Fine Dining)
E. Wayne Avenue
Wooster

284-23- 41

p.m.
p.m.

11 a.m.-l- O
Sat 11 a.m.-- ll
11 a.m.-- 8 p.m.

Fri 4

Sun

An major credit cards
Local checks with LD.
Fun Bar
dress seems vmost appropriate
Brunch price fix at $7.50 per person
(includes all you can eat buffet,
Semi-form-

al

coffee,

choice of juice

tions.
To begin with the basics, Michael's scrambled eggs, sausage
links, bacon and hash browns are
delicious, as are the layered cinnamon apple pancakes with whipped
cream, sticky buns and blueberry
muffins, all of which taste home-

made.

Non-breakfa-

entrees

st

in-

clude a roasted turkey,, ham,' fried
chicken and beef stroganoff. There
is an extensive variety of salads,
fresh fruit and crudites; especially
and champagne noteworthy
spinacbjxesh
are

tip extra)

What a discovery! A

pleasurea-bl- e

minute drive north of Wooster leads to Michael's bountiful
Sunday brunch. The setting, a
25

the
mushroom, artichoke and pasta
salads, a well as the fruit compote.
Overall, Sunday brunch at Michael's is a delicious bargain.
Clean plates for subsequent trips to
the buffet are encourged by waitresses as they graciously offer to
refill one's coffee cup. A line at the
buffet tends to form around 1pm,
but with reservatons for 12:30 or
earlier one can plan to be in and
out in an hour. Additionally, Michael's serves lunch, and dinner,
and directions are available at the

me

479-289-

(812)422-211-

1.

..

Oa May . IMS, throaak If ay la. 1M, tharo
country
is
wfll ha a Lowry Caatar Stadaat aad Faculty Art
y tka Staaoat AcUvitiaa
aoaaorao
Show
attractive both inside and out
Board.
painted white exterior. trimmed
win
ha a Ma af tfaraa
Criariclkm
mttt
at artwork that aaa ho
with flowerbeds, with the inside Voice office.
to ho haoa m
boasting a tasteful decor in shades
tho wook of May L Tho
aa May . Each
I
Angela A. Adams ataeo of ladia aiaothihava
of brown and blue. Sparkling glassa labal farm bum
es and fresh linen adorn vacant
Robert Sullivan oat
and taraaa hi h tho IMroctara Ottteo or tho
SAS OfBea. AD worka will ha baag at tho
tables. Waitresses and hosts are
Ml
oiaeroUoa of tho SAB Art C
courteous and prompt in seating
TUa will bo aa aaettma ahow aai wffl (No
ataaaata aaa faealty a chaaea a ahow act thaar
and serving their customers.
uoatUo ! ! Plaaaa Ukaa adnata of tola
As Michael's is fairly small and
very popular for Sunday brunch,
reservations are a prerequisite.
The atmosphere is busy and buzzing with conversation, so several
house-turned-restaura-

nt,

.

o-o-

.-

i.

(EM

2680 Cleveland Rd.

FR EE
DELIVERY.
Delivery EEoaxro
-

Mon. - Thurs. 5:00 PM - 1 0:30 PM
Fri. - Sat. S:00 PM -- 12:30 PM

-

Sun.

Matsos Family Restaurant (Pizza

264-535-

(216)725-170- 0
Mon-Thu- rs

s

M

514

7249 Wooster Pike
Seville, Ohio

recommended for either salad.

al

The 1983 Ohio River Writers'
Conference, sponsored by the Ev- ansvOle Arts it Education Council,
will be held August
at the
University of Evansvffle. Designed
to provide Instruction and advice
for beginning and advanced writers, the Conference , will feature
professional instructors as well as
fellowship with, other writers.
Workshops will focus on fiction.
poetry, children's literature and
nonaction. Topic workshops and a.
public relations writing seminar
win also be offered.
In addition to the major workshops, topic workshops, readings
and lectures, there will be opportunities for individual conferences
and informal social gatherings. '
According to Dr. Laura Weaver,
assistant professor of English at
UE and chairman of the condK
'tioned room is $9 per night There
charge of $4 for :
will be a one-tilinens.
For further information or to
register, call Dr. Laura Weaver at
8
(812)
or the EvansvUle
Arts & Education Council office at

private rooms are available upstairs for parties from four to 12 if
requested upon making reserva-

Michael's

agement since last spring, remains
a popular alternative to the
e-owned
Wooster Inn for weekend dining with visiting parents.
Housed in a historical stone structure, the Jaol offers a menu of
standard continental cuisine ranging from liver at 85.95 to surf and
turf combinations upwards of
819.95. Fresh fish, as opposed to
fresh frozen, may be available
among the daily specials.
Entrees include either a tossed or
spinach salad, and choice of potato,
vegetable du jour or fettucine. The
light and fruity house dressing is

155 W.

--

4--7.

The Olde Jaol. under new man-

Ye Olde Jaol Inn

Writer's Conference
Scheduled In August

:

5:00-10:3-

0

fc

.

off any largo pizza
with studont I.Do

$2.C0
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Special Art Supplement

The Adventures

Off

The Moose
About two weeks ago there appeared on the campus an new
entity: a life form never before
seen in Wayne County. The creature is rather quiet but large,
strong and ferrous (that's not ferocious). If. Moose, as he has identified himself was not quite sure of
his new environment. It, said he,
"ranged from very wet to rather
dry." He also commented that the

eratie temperature fluctuations
were: "Rather beyond my comprehension."
Questions begin to fly: from

where did he come, who was responsible and why? This team of
investigators set out to find the answers to these questions and these
columns reveal those answers and
more.

Photos and Story By

Richard G. Durishin
and Elizabeth M. Koreman
"Mr. Moose, have you turned In your

drop-ad-

d

ilipT

The

"I dont want to hear

Center Lobby one bright Sunday
morning. M. Moose, as he has

one more excuse about those antlers."
commanded Professor Day.

identified himself, had been mistaken for a reindeer during the
night. Someone had affixed himself
with the classic red nose. Our
"Garde of the Fonte," objecting to
this belittlement of his dignity and
using his heretofore unknown magical powers, sent sugar plums dancing, turning Wooster white. And the
cold north wind blew with its bone
chilling strength lifting the offending red sock into the stratosphere.
appeased the
With the moose
snow suddenly melted and collected
in the fountain.

"Hey buddy, would you pick op a fifth forme at the State Store,"
slid tbe troubadour to the Moose.

Study Of Wildlife
In The Heavenly City
A

S

'

Moose says.

These

zz

Delta

-

i

1

are great guys."

'

.

our man was strolling across campus under a full moon (the only
safe time to do so). Spring, of
course, had sprung and our young
Troubadour was in search of accompaniment He found itl The
Moose isn't really what he had in
mind, but a moose-i-s a moose and
it should bo respected as any other
living thing. Settling himself on the
edge of the fount our troubadour
began serenading. "Please. Could
you possvbly- - restrain yourself I"
requested the moose. - "Huh?.
Wha?" "Young man. haven't you
anything better to do but be drunken on a. beautiful evening .like
this?" "But, butbu.
M. Moose had spoken, though
through ears that are biased if not
generally dirty.-- Our man told us

that

M. Moose said, during a stroll
off the campus, that he was created
"in a metal shop up the street" and
that in his past he had been a

.

birthdayl"

i

r

It happened that late one night

airy mail on my

1 .wife i

Questions around campus still
flaired: "What Joker put this thing
into the water fountain?" Fountain
caretaker Doug Kier was unavaUa-- - ble for comment
The trail continued. Close inspection proved the
creature to be constructed of metal, not wood, as SAB personnel had
advised. Further close inspection
showed the construction techniques
to be similar to those of the Bird of
PEaCe once wrought by a famed
metalurgist Weighing over 1,500
pounds it would have been impossible for any single human to place it
'
at its present post. Rumour led us
to believe that the entity had been
constucted by the director of Lowry
Center in conjunctoh with said metalurgist: Of course none of this
made any sense. It was time to talk
to the moose. We had to talk to the
moose and we had to find the right
man. Fortunately the right man
found us.

"Not

JLL

I

trail began in the Lowry

ArtworkBy
Franz 21. Jantzen and
- Timothy E. Spence

Mercedes truck and thusly he
should be treated with respect He
also said that he has been charged ment is lust too wracoed in the

with the sincere duty of protecting
the Ceylon E. Hudson Plaza and
preventing people from falling
through the slot of the waterfall
and drowning in the pool at its
base. Our new found guardian has
only a few comments: With an that
water-runniover him he feels a
bit like a young child who is being
coaxed out of a precious urine
sample, and.he wishes that enough
beer cans could be collected and
melted down to make him a mate:
"That ornithological lawn orna- ng

.

-

clouds.'

There has

that the moose vd rest as it sits in
tbe water colouring the water and

tearing eat the seals of the water
pump with billions of minute metal
particles. Tbe investigators in this
matter have been assured by a
competent member of the SAB that
the moose can be treated "so that
ana
metai parucies wiu
eh
deoxidise" end pose no dangers to
the pump.

::

.h

?
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Arts a on d C ylfidoir
A ward Winning 'Home'
Will Stress Black Heritage ...

Earl Hines, R.I.P.
EARL HINES
3

There are' disadvantages that come with spending four years in
this Place Apart with one's nose constantly in some book. As for me,
I have become one of Wooster's secluded students. It probably would
not surprise me if sometime during my last few weeks at Wooster, I
walked out of the library at 11:55 p.m. to find that I studied through
nuclear Armageddon.
It was by sheer luck that I found out about the death of Thelonius
Monk, and it was the same way with Earl Hines.
Earl 'Fatha" Hines died last Friday of a heart attack in
Oakland, California. He was 77 years old.
started piano at the age
Both of his parents were musicians.-Hof nine and was leading his own jazz trio at 15.
In the late 20s, Hines joined Louis Armstrong. Together they
made such classic recordings as "West End Blues" and "Weather
sola style or
Bird." At this time Hines was adopting a horn-lik- e
"trumpet style" which was to redefine jazz piano. In the 30s and 40s, Hines led a band that included Billy Eckstine,
Sarah Vaughn, and tenor saxophonists Budd Johnston and Wardell
Gray. In the early 40s, the band featured two musicians who would
Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker. '
later pioneer
After about a decade of various endeavors (such as: briefly
tour, and playing
rejoining Armstrong, a 1957 European All-stdixieland on the West coast). Hines produced a powerful output of
concerts and recordings in the 60s. In 1965 he was voted into
Downbeat's Han of Fame.
Touring into the 80s, Hines was based in the San Francisco Bay
Area, where he played his final engagement less than a week before
bis death.
rm not an expert on Hines. but there is darn little of his work on
vinyl that I know of that isn't worth hearing. J recommend any of his
work with Armstrong and an album called Once Upon A Time

"HOME"

e

--

ar
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John

Wooster will be the scene of a We," to close the concert.
The remainder of the band proworld premiere Saturday evening
gram
will be conducted by Dr.
McGaw
will
be
The
site
at 8:15.
Chapel, where the Scot Symphonic Ling, and will include "Toccata
Band will play Dr. Jack Gallag- Marziale," by Ralph Vaughan WiLegend." by Elie
her's first composition for band lliams, "Prairie
before an audience, of students, Siegmeister (who was a compositownspeople, and parents who are tion teacher of Dr. Gallagher).
A Symphonic Panovisiting the campus for Parents' "Annie
rama," arranged by John Biggins,
Weekend.
The new band work has taken as and a Sousa march called "Washits title, the name of the Scottish ington Post."
The pipe band and dancers will
folk song upon which it ws bsed,
also perform Just before intermisMountain." Last summer Dr. Stuart Ling, sion.
Admission is free to college
band director, gave Gallagher sevA nominal charge will be
eral Scottish tunes and suggested
on
made
fotothers.
piece
a
band
based
write
he
that
one or more. Gallagher was in-

"Mist-Covere- d

stantly taken by the haunting qualities of the song, which is usually
niavH h hamiaes. and decided to
do a sort of rhapsody, which treats-bi- ts
and pieces of the song before
finally putting it all together, v
Ling reports that he has heard
band members leaving recent rehearsals humming the tune, and
suggests that he believes, "the
very likely do the '
audience-wi- ll
,

same."

'

"-

-.

Dr. Gallagher wffl conduct his
own work, as well as two "Resonances" for a quartet of trumpets.
which he finished earlier this year,
and an old march, "Americans
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off-Broadw-

P

ft

ay

that the major producing team cf
McCann-Nuge(the rigors cf
nt

DRACULA and THE ELEPHANT
MAN) wanted to move the play to

was practically struck
dumb. Surely I must be recelrizj
y
someone else's blessings!" The play ran for over 430 performances in New York that season, an exceptional record for a
presentation. In addl-tion, HOME, nominated for two
Tony Awards and the Outer Circle
Critics Award for Best Play of the
Year, won the 1980 Audelcv Award
for thei. highest achievement in the
craft of black playwriting and theaBroadway,--

non-musi-
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In Delightful Dinic
TUES - SAT 11-- 2 D5NNSR6--8
SUN 1 1:30-- 8 CLOSED MONDAYS
fOfl RCSEftVATIOMS CALL
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A.

Since then HOME has been seen
in Chicago, Atlanta,. Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh practically every major city in the country. .
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As a dosing note, I would like to say that Hines was not the only
Jazz master that had been getting on in years. There are still quite a
few of the old masters around: Count Basie, Woody Herman, Slam
Stewart, etc. Yet it shouldn't require the death of a Kenton or a Monk
or Hines to get us to realize how important it is to see these people
play before we can't see them anymore. The next time you get a
buy the ticket
it may be your
chance to see one of the
last chance. This is Bill St. John.
.
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NEY TO BROADWAY will be
presented by the Student Activities
Board in McGaw Chapel on Thursday, May 5 at 8:15 p.m. on the
College of Wooster campus.
HOME, a black play stressing the
bond of roots and family, with only
three characters and one set, never
seemed like smash hit material.
But in December 1979, this unique
play opened in a small theater on
New York's Lower East Side.
was its Initial success that,,
by late spring of the following year,
HOME had burst onto Broadway to
win resounding critical acclaim,
capturing two Tony Award nominations, including Best Play of 1880.
Through its moving and humorous portrayal of a young black
man's adventures both down South
and In the big city. HOME celebrates the will to survive and
triumph, which is embedded in the
human spirit. How HOME got to.
Broadway is in itself an amazing
story of hard trials and persever- '
,
ance.
The author of HOME, Samm-A- rt
Williams, was born in 1946, in
Burgaw, N.C., a town set in the
midst of the farm country where
the play takes place. His mother, a.
'
drama and literature teacher, en- .
couraged him to develop an inter- up interest. At times it
est in writtng . as early as high
school years. And after graduating deemed too. difficult and hopeless
from Baltimore's Morgan State and rejection of the script so con
College in 1968. Samm-A- rt
set out stant
Back in New York, the romance
for New York to seek careers in
both acting and playwriting. (Al- was over. Once I'd written the
ready onstage ahead of him was a script I was then faced with the
performer named Sammy Wil- stark reality of getting it produced.
liams, a recent Tony Award winner Finally, after a long siege, Douglas
Turner Ward, the artistic director
in A CHORUS LINE, so Samm-A- rt
established, his own hyphenated of the Negro Ensemble Company,
e
any pos- put the play in a staged reading
billing to avoid
'
aeries.
sible confusion.) After the success of the reading,
For Samm, acting came easier
to give the play
than writing. In 1974, he joined New Mr.a a Ward decided
.
a
.a
I cried. All of the
York's Negro Ensemble Company, a full production.
turn-dowgoing
America's premier black theatre rejection and
troupe, where he appeared in such from producer to producer just
renowned plays as EDEN, THE melted away, as if they never
FIRST BREEZE OF SUMMER, existed. First, the show opened
to rave reviews. It. was
and NEVIS MOUNTAIN DEW.
"HOME" went through many re- happening! Then when I found out
writes before I reached the final
draft. From December 22, 1976
until the summer of 1978, I was
constantly with the play. Having
readings. Trying to find a producer. Beating the pavement to.
So-gre-

be-boo- p:

old-timer-
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'Jewel' Johansen's Sound
Filled A Hollow Timken
Br BARRY S. EISENBERG
rtavlH Jnhansen. a lewel oer- -

crowd who
w ww

uakt

sat back. The kids up

hi, r

q

uw

lyrics, gave high fives to anyformer in New York City, deserved the
one
who wanted one, including
a
concert
Delivering
neiore
better.
r
Johansen.
crowd
amthetic
thlnlv rattrd(V- "Reach Out" the old Four Tops'
at Timken Gym, he probably tune,
was another pleaser to those
strugged to muster intensity, u was
iimiv the rnmnicL energized coa
handed the mike into a crowd
lition (thank you, Wooster 'High) sen would-be
rockers and they
which stayed pressea to ine siage of
something
or other with
screamed
through.
Mr.
Johansen
pulled
that
up band, Ronald Koal fists held high in the air.
warm
The
11
"Frenchette" was a delight The
and the Trillionaires, gave a quick
took the volume down in the
band
yet
entertaining
set of insincere,
a reggae beat and
theatrics. Sporting a clothespin in middle, found
hi nnnvtail. Koal aoDeared as a Johansen worked in "Pass tbe
Then the beat sped up
ghetto version of Adam Ant and Dutchle.'iloudly
aa Johansen did his
built
and
a
sang sexual vocals tnat seemea
hKvt nt rtaviri Knurl p and David version of "Twist and Shout" Fi
Byrne. Remember when Elvis' nally they swang back into the
swaying hips were considered ta- "let'a Just dance" chorus of "Frenboo? Singing "I'm a Hard Man." chette" again.
Getting the band back on stage
Koal handled himself in a manner
an encore was ridiculous. The
for
that dared his viewer's embarrass
ment The women in the front row sustained, unified clapping that
weren't impressed, but he seemed pleads with a band for another tune
tn tw enlovinff himself. "Let's Have at most concerts Just waa not there.
Members of the Wooster Symphony Orchestra Seated at right is Senior Joseph Incavo, who
A Party" rocked well and earned a But Johansen and Co., being properform at MeGaw Chapel last Saturday.
celebrated his 22nd birthday yesterday. Photo by
few points of merit for some basic fessionals, responded to the dismal
John Szekeres.
harmninica licks. Koal waa the hand pats because "business is
show; the Trillionaires stood and business." The first encore was a
college-typ- e
drinking song entitled
watched.
Johansen took the stage wearing "This Is the Worst Beer I Ever
Mark and oranffe. a black derbv Had." and then the ultimate enperched on his head. From "Here core. "Personality Crisis." which
By FRANZ M. JANTZEN
comes the Night" to the final en- devotees had been waiting impapotter's
the
main
statement
that
too
made from
much
LOWRY lemonade
MAIGA LIP01IANIS:
core, "Personality Crisis," Johan-ae- n tiently for.
powdered concentrate. The petals concern is to deal with
CENTER
If you purchased a ticket you
evoked full hand narticination
shapes and forms that
are all perfect the stems are all
should
be commended. It surely
memto
each
paased
the
hat
and
same
to
designed
be,
at
any
are
the
no
straight;
flaw
with
is
there
waa
a
let down for Johansen to
Flowers are indeed very beauti- of them. Presently
a
tight
had
They
were
and
ber.
at the Cleveland
come from the sold out Cleveland
ful and delicate plants, special Art Museum is a Japanese
good tune togetner.
woodcut
plants with a charisma that is by the artist Hokusai of an iris
The concert included every tune Agora to a hollow Timken Gym.
yet sat
always fresh and new and completehis latest album lire It Up, But if you were present,
from
in which is hidden a grasyou
merely
your
chair,
in
back
ly pleasant Similar to the land- plant
newones
mat wiu
and also two
There were dead ends on
space. You missed the show.
scape or the portrait, the phenome- shopper.
BMir on hia next album: "Ste filled
some of the leaves, there were
na that is the flower has an enigma drooping petals on the flowers
phanie," a love song with a slight Those up front experienced it
that has captivated the artist, the themselves. Yet it was still a splenreggae beat and "roets caie,
poet and the craftsman, and moved did interpretation of the plant By
which bemoans the little insanities
them throughout the history of art adding this I do not mean to
of every day life.
to try to reproduce and recreate intimidate Ms. Lipomanis, but rathThose tunes which uncttea tne
that thrust of immediate beauty.
response were obviously the THE WOOSTER VOICE WISHES
most
seems
to
out
point
to
that she
Maiga Lipomanis is an excellent er
of Live It Up. With "Strandbiggies
to thank Dr. Andrew Weaver and
commonly
fallacy
believe
the
held
technician. She is a goodwaterco-loris- t, that the most beautiful is synonyed In the Jungle" Johansen the Department of Biology for their
and her paintings of flowers mous with the most perfect ideal.
adorned mm sen witn a leopara cooperation in permitting the Voice
show much time and effort These
spotted cap and spear and intro- to use the biology darkroom be23 paintings,
to
addition
In
the
pictures even contain to a certain there are also six graphic works,
d
chorus cause of malfunctions with Lowry
duced one of the
extent the sensuality that is the most of them pen and ink wash, all
es with "meanwhile, back in the Center equipment Thanks too to
flower. As a craftswoman, Ms. showing a very competent comWooster Penitentiary." Tne popu- Richard Duriahin, Franz M. J anti-eLipomanis is superb.
lar "Animal's Medley," perhaps
Elizabeth Koreman and Phil
Howtechniques.
of
drawing
mand
But there is a threshold of crea- ever, they too do not rise above
Johansen's best known work, drew Undercuffler for their late-nigtivity that must be crossed by the mediocrity in th'eir expressive ata roar from the fans up front but darkroom work.
person of craft if they are to be tempts.
probably only a raised eyebrow
k
considered an artist Invention and
from the rest of the
For purposes of biological study,
a manipulative imagination are al- Ms.
watercolors are
most necessary if an artist is to more Lipomanis'
adequate. But as indi"Vase Number 2," ceramic.
creatively work directly from reali- vidual than
expessions
plants
of
the
ty, and judging by the present work themselves, there is nothing at all
time, negative space and positive
of Ms. Lipomanis, it does not seem special about these works.
form, separated by a fraction of an
one.
she
either
has
that
HAIXJI HAISS: MACKENZIE GALinch, and to wed them functionlly
Ms. Lipomanis seems to have LERY
picked one safe, stable (and hence
Continued on Page t
It is a bit obvious to make the
uncreative) approach to the portrayal of flowers, and has reproduced this approach for each flower
cluster, giving each painting as
MAfiC TO OKCGt
much personality and spirit as a
OCESE PEPfBON SAUSAGE
-mug shot There is absolutely no
w
MUSMOOM ANCHOVSS
evident attempt at creative expresPEPPEUCMONS
423 East
sion; the flowers are arranged In
- UNBAKED PIZZA TO GO
ALSO
nice compositions and vignetted
262-334- 4
into the background. Except for the
individual differences that pertain
Located tho baso Coal I Avonuo '
completely to the flower itself, the
We carry a large) soloctlon of domestic and
mood remains exactly the same in
each painting. There is no individuImport od boors and wlnos as stato minimum
ality that distinguishes one from
"TH PIZZA WITH TH KG
tESTAUtANT
prlcos.
another, so vitally necessary when
A
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
dealing with minor subleties that
11 pzn
Thursday 11 cm
Monday
VI S fM TO I AM
2C2-71- 36
make one type of flower different
T 4 SATURDAY 1 FM TO 1 AM
from another.
ONLY
SUNDAY .
1 cm
11
2C3-01- 90
Friday end
S fM TO 11 AM
In addition, the pictures are too
OOHDTUB
pretty. They hit me like the last sip
of a glass of heavily sweetened
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Art Shows Spring Up On Campus
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Violation
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and aestetically. It is, however. mood is thick.
Mr. Denne presents a harsher
tone.
to color in comparison to
approach
HaiM
of
aware
this,
Haidl
is
and
CORAL GABLES, FL (CPS)
Mr. Eaton (the comparison being
"P-or- k
aromid ttfa'HKeTlnMacKe
made only because they share opport and recognize male-onl- y
honor zie Gallery are perhaps 50 pieces, posite gallery space). There Is a lot
societies can lose all their federal
of them tall, round containers of black In his work, and a lot of
funding, a federal appeals court most
(too large to be considered vases) muted warm 'colors. Denne has not
has ruled.
and bowls. What she seems to have limited himself to oils either, for
In the case Involving the Iron done
is to take a single theme, and two of the pieces are made ofchalk
- Arrow Honor Society, an exclusively-mwork
and remodeling on raw canvas.
it shaping
academic-hono- r
group it intoondifferent
ale
forms,
each with a "Sunrise. 1" may well be the
formed in 1922, the U.S. 11th Circuit slightly different intention
was strongest piece In Denne's IndeCourt of Appeals in Atlanta has overheard that she selected (it
what
is pendent Study show. Like all the
the University of Haimi's in the show from 300 different
. ruled
others, the mood is stUl and serene.
link to the society prior to 1978 pieces done since September).
A small town is seen in the fore
violated Title LT strictures against The bulk of ber exhibited work is ground, lit by a faint glow from a
sex cuscriminauon.
pure white (the snow is rather not yet risen sun. To the right is a
Dept.
In 1975, the
entitled "White silhouette of a man prayin?. and
' of Health, Education, and Welfare pretentiously
Gold")
with
and organic one can Imagine a holy event
floral
(HEW) threatened to cut off all designs on
taking the taking place. .The last minutes
outside,
the
federal funds, including student aid form up with them. Even
so. the when the moon is stm visible mean
dollars, to the University of Miami designs still seem to be predomia lot to Mr. Denne. and he conveys
because of Its connection to Iron nantly geometric and symetrical, this special moment well and with ,
Arrow.
except
the rim, the shape of much sensitivity.
Although the university did not which forusually
by the JOHNSTON
is
financially suport the society, HEW termination of the governed
As a whole, John Eaton's paintorganic
design.
said, the existence of the
ings are magnificent and Imaginaare
outstanding
There
several
group was sanctioned by university pieces in this show, one being tive. Individually, they could be
officials, who allowed the society to Covered
The
Jar 2" (see the illustra studied for hours. They grow.
hold meetings and initiation cere- tion). In Ms.
colors are so richly pastel you can
show
a
also
is
Hals'
campus.
monies on
table with a tiled ton. with two taste them across the room.
Because of the attention and sup- place
Eaton's paintings are fine in ak
settings, a wine carafe, two
port the group received, the gov- very interesting
hold- .most every sense. They are almost
candlestick
DayM Johansen performing at Tlxnken Gym last Friday, Photo by
argues,
ernment
Iron Arrow be ers, and a ceramic lamp cover for stream of consciousness In mood;
Phil Undercgggr.
came a
a hanging lamp, all designed as a they are smooth, very sensous,
prestigious group around campus. complete unit
'
very contemplative.' Their special
Iron Arrow has argued that fedqualities make them larger &an
eral funds cannot be withheld from
they really are. Barely can one get
the university because Iron Arrow
so much from so little, such as la
FRICK AST BUILDING.
itself gets no funding from either THE
"Erie Dawn." which is really con- LOWER
GALLERY
the university or the government
a canvas of abstract color.
pletely
All
of
works
are
Jim
Denne's
The University of Miami kicked
quiet He calls them emp- And yet at the same time, for some
the group off campus in 1978, and intensely
landscapes, although you would magical reason, one can vividly sea
"Terror Is the sound of the old last September told the group that ty
By PHIL UNDERCUFTLEB
shoreline In the distance, for once
neea to know this to feel the
not
it would not be
continuing, pulsebeat in The
until it silence.
Stephen King is back and his man's
It Is examined it can be nothing but
every
piece
Most
In
his
Tea-Taallowed
women
as
a
quick sound,
members.
Heart
latest work, Christine, is like his
exhibit is of revelation, and of a shoreline, and then the top half
um spoxeswoman Sharon dark.
a chilling exercise in like a watch wrapped In cotton,'"
other books
then becomes sky, and the bottom
says King in Danse Macabre, his
The new ruling "doesnt really aloneness, usually a moment in the half water.
horror.
transition between night and day.
According to the narrator of the analysis of horror written two affect anything with regard to the The sentiment. is strongand
I frankly consider Mr. Eaton's
the
university,
adds attorney Paul
story, Dennis Guilder. Christine is years ago.
work to be the best work exhibited
"Horror is the amorphous but Dee. "But it does mean the courts Ms. Haiss' forms are all good. currently on campus, and I suggest
the "story of a lover's triangle," very
physical thing in Joseph nave spoken on Title LT and off They are rarely Innovative, but are everyne stop by and have a look at
consisting of Arnie Cunningham.
campus honor societies."
an an excellent and solid founda the fine things in the Lower GalPayne
Brennan's wonderful novella
Leigh Cabot, and Christine.
upholding
In
tion
SUme
as
for a creative lifetime of work. leryprevious
enfolds
over
itself
it
the
court
rul
high
Arnie is a pimply-face- d
ings on the Iron Arrow case, the
school senior with parents who body of a screaming dog," he Judges
said Title LT did not specify
have planned his whole life out for continued.
that ftia tn..
The gag reflex would be the
d
beauty
him. Leigh is a
scene in Alien or the activity receiving federal financial
who is almost too perfect to be gruesome
oddities
in the pulp mags assitance' be the actual party
1858
reaL Christine is a
red and
which engages in. the discriminato
white Plymouth Fury infused with of years' past King
In Christine,
uses the three ry act
a large dose of malignant evfl,
Christine is the bastard creation levels to his advantage. As he
mentioned in Danse Macabre, "I
of Roland LeBay, a spite-fillrecognize terror as the finest emoaging veteran of WWII. After
daughter strangles in the car, tion and so I will try to terrorize
again the reader. But if I find that I
his wife commits suicide
leaving what King cannot terrify, I will try to horrify,
in the car
describes as a "residue" of their and if I find that I cannot horrify,
I'm not
presence. When LeBay dies, he I'll go for the gross-ojoins them, giving Christine a defin- proud."
Altogether, Christine is a thoritely evil outlook on life.
346 E. Dowman
Things really start rolling as oughly enjoyable book. Get a copy
it some weekend when you don't
Arnie buys Christine and begins of
have much to do, and burn some
rebuilding her. After a gang of midnight
Appearing in
Carriage Gardens:
oil reading it It will help
delinquents violate her one night, feed
"esmonster
an
called
that
NORTH
COAST
repairs
herself cape
Christine mystically
that lives inside
For
Your
Convenience
and begins seeking vengeance, us all,machanism"
as well as giving plenty of
FrMy. Stur4y .l
vJwst Off Th Coltog Campus
driven by a rotting Roland D.
g
terror,
LeBay.
TUESDAY NRI - HAWAIIAN NITI
King believe there are three levChristine, by Stephen King, is
els to the genre of horror: terror, available at the
WEDNESDAY STADIUM DOG NITI
Florence O. Wilson
gag
reflex.
horror, and the
wasw w OTlieieiBfwffvrw BtIW fMpsji
Book Store for $16.95.
THURSDAY IS MIXICAN NITS V
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King's 'Christine' Is Good
For A Midnight Drive
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Power Plant Spence Ends
Steams On His Career
Continued from Page 1
Weidman acquired the parts of the
old clock, including the hands and
works. Using old parts, Weidman
repaired ana installed the clock in
the power house
but the face is a
mirror of an actual clock, with
hands that rotate counterclockwise.

At Voice

pus Council." and by an administration which was unwilling to recognize "fiscal responsibility,
devotion, and hard work."
The contract under which Spence
has worked expired at the end of
winter term.
Asked what his immediate plans
were before graduating in June,
Spence said in a. public statement
this morning, "I intend to help next
year's staff orient itself toward its
impending duties, and to make
them cognisant of the incompetence with which they must deaL"
"I thank my staff, and all others
who have helped me in the past
year, and hope that future editors
are blessed with a staff like I have
had," Spence said.

Timothy E. Spence announced
early this morning that he is retiring as editor of The Wooster Voice.
Spence, a senior, has edited the
Voice since March of 1982. Prior to
In its 45 years, the power plant that he was a staff writer and
has witnessed a great deal of histo- editorialist for two years.
ry. One of Becker's most memora"I have come to the realization
ble stories about the power plant that while my experience at the
was in 1978, the winter of the great helm of this newspaper has been
blizzard. Becker recalls that the priceless. I can no longer devote
storm started on his shift "I live in the time I should . to the Voice
Smithville, and by morning, I knew because of my commitments to the
I was not going to be able to to get future," Spence told his staff
home.
Thursday night
"For a whole week I fired all
"I do not see this as abandoning
three shifts by myself. I have a the newspaper, nor do I believe I
van, and I parked it inside, and am being unfair to the College. I
slept in it Security would bring me cannot jeopardize responsibilities
food 'cause I had no money," to my future for the Voice." Spence
Becker said.
said.
we
Heat was no problem, of course.
Spence, whose term of office
With a bin which holds 200 tons of normally would have ended at the
coal, a 2,000 gallon water heater, end of winter quarter, indicated
and a capacity of up to 45,000 last quarter that he would remain
pounds of steam pressure per hour, as editor for the entire 1982-8- 3
staying warm in the wind, cold and academic year. But he informed a
snow was no problem.
small gathering of staff and aides
"But when it's hot outside, you earlier this week that he was "fruswalk around here in as little as you trated by the incompetence of other
can," Cormany adds as he climbs a student leaders, particularly Cam
to
ladder from one dusty
another.
.In spite of their seclusion from
campus, Cormany says that students will frequently call to complain about too much heat in the
dormitories. "You have to tell them
Continued from Page 1
Stuart Ling, will perform in
that we just provide the steam
ChapeL A special premiere
pressure to the campus. We can't should be consulted for exact times
presentation of "Mist Covered
regulate the heat to the individual and locations.
Westinghouse power plant supervisor Mai Cormany examines the
Saturday evening. Food Service Mountain" will be conducted by its
dorms. That's done at each dorm."
smokestack scrubbers on the roof of the plant, located on University
While the Westinghouse plant has will hold a special steak dinner for composer. Professor Jack B. GalStreet Photo by Timothy E. Spence.
been steaming with devotion since students and their families at the lagher of the Department of Music.
A number of sporting events will
Lowry Center patio. The outdoor
1939 with only an occasional prob
lem, Cormany notes that boilers steak fry will feature various picnic take place both today and Saturday. Included are the following
the size of the Westinghouse typi- items and other culinary delights.
At 8:15 p.m. Saturday two music events:
cally only last 50 years. "If you
FRIDAY, Men's tennis, 3; womkeep them in good shape, though, events will provide entertainment
for students and parents. In Shool-ro- y en's lacrosse, 4;
they might last you 80 years."
SATURDAY, men's tennis. 9;
Arena Theatre a student dance
"But they're going to have to
1; men's outdoor track, 1;
baseball,
is
perform.
Admission
will
concert
money
one
on
spend
some
this
in
Continued from Page 3
1:30; men's lacrosse,
tennis,
men's
$3.50
years.
and
$5
for
for
students
They're
ten
to
adults.
five
next
the
2; and women's lacrosse, 4.
Congress passed the law making going to have to if they want to senior citizens.
sary to "deter" foreign students the change possible in 1981, but the improve the place," Cormany adds
Further information will be availAlso at 8:15, The Scot Symphonic
whose "whole intent is never to go INS delayed putting the change into with paternal concern.
Band, under the direction of Dr. able at Lowry Center Front Desk.
back home."
effect.
But Carole Shaffer, international
Since then "a few bad people in
student advisor at the Univeristy of
333 E. USX3TY ST.. WOO STIR
99
San Francisco, believes Congress is the barrel have spoiled the batch,"
FREE PARKING AVAILABLE
WANT CONTACTS
trying to keep out foreign students Shaffer says. Some foreign students
have managed to stay on in this
to save jobs for Americans.
country for up to nine years.
"It is our feeling that this legisla- - Until now, foreign ..student visas
tion is being proposed without pro- were good for "duration of status,"
200-230- 0
per justification," adds Georgia meaning they lasted as long as the
Stewart of the National Association student remained a: student and
of Foreign Student Affairs (NAF-SA- ). didn't violate any laws.
As of August, however, the government will issue only visas that
She insists congressional sponors have a "date certain" expiration.
of the bill are using "old and not Freshmen entering in 1983. for
POLYCON
STANDARD
very reliable" information.
example, will get visas that expire
per- in 1987.
HARD
The sponsors believe
cent of the 325,000 foreign students
Under the new rules, the INS will
now here are trying to gain perma- also need to know the student's
I
I
nent resident status. major, if the student changes maViSA
Stewart says only about 15 per- jors, and if the student transfers
1
B4L OR CIBA
I
cent has in fact applied for resident schools, adds . INS, examiner Joe
CONTACTS
SOFT
very
a
not
remarkable
status. "It's
Cuddihy.
figure," she notes.
Stewart hopes "there will be
We also offer a large line of
some exceptions" granted, espeBut the House Subcommittee on cially for foreign students afraid to
Immigration did pass an amend- return home for political reasons.
sunglasses.
In any case, students will have to
ment that would exempt about 4500
maintaining
vigilant
in
more
be
foreigners who apply for certain
PRICE INCLUDES ALL FITTINGS, ALL CHECK-UPengineering teach- their statuses, Shaffer says.
college jobs
good
a
to
start
not
off
They're
FOR A YEAR. CARRY CASE. AND CtRE KIT. ASK
from
particular
ing positions in
not
with
are
majority
ABOUT
OUR "FREE" TRIAL PERIOD.
deal
I
"The
requirement.
the return-hom- e
EXAMINATIONS AVAILABLE BY DR. JOHN CASSELL,
No further congressional action is strongly aware of the new visa
GLAUCOMA TEST INCLUDED.
needed to enforce the INS' new rule requirements.
that will put a definite limit on the
foreigners' visas. .
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Scot Lacrosse Proves
To Be Full Of Contrast
By SPENCE AND DAVE
The past three men's lacrosse
matches have been games foil of
contrast On Saturday, April 16, the
Fighting Scots hosted Wittenberg, a
team which doesn't usually give the
Scots much trouble. This proved
true, again, as Wooster crushed the
Wittenberg team 21-This was a
true blow-owith Wooster leading
throughout the game. The entire
team saw action in this win, which
3.

ut

was a warm up for the important

Notre Dame game to come.
The Fighting Scots took the home
field on a windy, cold Wednesday,

April 20, to face Notre Dame, a
team which, only a few days earlier, had come close to defeating
powerful Ohio Wesleyan. This was
going to be the biggest game in the
season up to that point for Wooster
and nerves were on edge.
The contest remained close
through the first two quarters and
at halftime.
Wooster led by only two goals,
The Fighting Scots came out
scoring in the second half, though,
and blew Notre Dame away to win
Tom Hebble, one of
the game
12-1-0.

22-1- 5.

Wooster's excellent midfielders,

points earned in a
tied the
game record with 11, getting seven
goals and four assists, and more
importantly, Wooster proved it had
what it takes to defeat the really
tough teams in our league I
The game Wooster played
against Mount Union on Saturday,
April 23 at ML Union, was largely
anticlimactic compared to the super win over- - Notre Dame the
preceeding Wednesday, yet the
Fighting Scots did not let down and
proceed to soundly defeat Mt Union by the score of 30-The only notable achievements in
this lopsided victory were the
performances given by
all-tim-

e

7.

out-standi- ng

By News Services Stall

Never mind the fact that even the
best of lacrosse goalies stop just
of the shots that
come their way. And forget that a
attackman Johnny Highfield who strong
effort means holdregistered 10 points on seven goals ing a defensive
team below
goals.
and three assists and the amazing College of Wooster goalie Kevin
attackman Steve "Willie" Williams Balkam is a perfectionist, and 'he
e
who surpassed the school's
want it any other way.
points record, tied by Tom Hebble doesn't
always
for a shutout,
"I
in the Notre Dame game, with 12 even though Istrive
know
I'm probably
points on seven goals and five never going to get one."
he said.
assists.
"And. after I am scored down; I
think about holding the other team
to fewer than six goals."
To know that Wooster coach Art
Marangl's defensive goals Include
holding the opponent to eight goals,
not six, is to begin to understand
Kevin Balkam. "He is very intense
when it tomes to game time,"
Marangl said.' "He has so much
pride in his ability that It carries
over to the defense."
In Balkam's ease, the pride is
The senior was
Most Valuable
named
the
team's
Rugby
FootThe Wooster Men's
ball Club has enjoyed a winning Player, was MVP in the Midwest
Lacrosse Association, and- was an
season this spring.
seHonorable
Mention
only
Wooster has
suffered two
losses this season against The Un- lection. This season, he is off to an
iversity of Cincinnati, and the
Cleveland Rovers.
The club started off its season by
beating Kenyon (at home), and
Marlon (away). At a tournament in
Lexington. Ky., Wooster succeeded
in beating Eastern Kentucky University and the University of Louisthree-quarte- rs

8-to--10

all-tim-

Rugby Clubs
Have Meet
Tomorrow

well-founde-

d.

-

All-Amer-ica

at Wednesday's track
meet at Severance Stadium. Photo by John Ssekeres.

The Scots' Chris Thomas negotiates hurdles

Men's Tennis Now Ranked

1:

ville.
This Saturday. Wooster will be
hosting Hiram in the main quad.
Both the men's and women's teams
will be playing shortly after noon.
The games will be played as
scheduled, rain or shine, so come

i ...

...

led Wooster
Wittenberg.

and bring your parents to watch

one of Wooster's few winning teams
in action. A home game will also be

played next Wednesday against
Ohio Wesleyan. So let's hear it
"Three Cheers for Rugby..."

Kevin M. Balkam
4--

Beverages
Your Late Night Party Store
Opened Past Midnight
Hours:

Mon.-Thur- s.

Fri.

&

Sat.

10:30-12:39:30-12:3-

needs.

4

0

0

Large selection of imported
' and domestic beer.
Champagnes.
Spumantes.
Chips and all your party

"

63

a

4--

6-- 7.

5--4

With the score tied at four
matches apiece, Hetrick was the
only match not already decided.
With the outcome of the match on
his shoulders, Hetrick came
through with an Impressive .upset
victory over Ted Plattenberg.
A number of other big wins
helped to set the stage for Hetrick's
heroics-- First was Sherwood New-ell- 's
victory in the eta singles
match. NeweU. who has lost only
one OAC match this year, continued his hot play with a decisive
2 victory.
With a large crowd surrounding
the court. Savitt and Morlidge provided even more heroics in the first

s--4.

the-wi-

S--4,

-

n.

L

.

4--

OP2N fAOTKOa'S DAY
May if h noon till tiZ9 p.rn.

e

SPECIAL MOTKZa'S DAY

Q

moAKsQ)

UK

--

Hetrick, provided the heroics, as he
victory over
to a

',. :':

excellent start In leading Wooster
to its current 3 record (4-- 1 in
MLA contests), he has a .730 save
percentage, fifth best in the nation.
"Playing goaUe is aU confidence." Balkam said. "Besides the
quickphysical skills one needs
ness, size, conditioning
it's al-Contfimed on Page 12

doubles match. The pair, who are
currently ranked 11th in the nation,
had. the crowd roaring on every
point, as they won a hard fought 1,
74 match. After a relatively smooth set. the
Wittenberg team fought through a
second set tiebreaker to force. the
third and deciding set
In the third set. Savitt and Morlidge faced two match points In the
final game. They won both points to
force the tiebreaker, which they
eventually won
The other two victories came
from Doug. Hart and the team cf
Steve YankeHo and Gary Petersen.
With
the Scots c?red
their conference record to t-- Tie
Scots are currently ranked 17th la
the nation. This Is the first &ne
Wooster has ever been nationally
ranked in men's tends.
This weekend, the Scots host,
their own mlvtutkau! tournament
consisting of teams from Adrian,
Westminster, and Wright State.
Play begins Friday at 1.

BY WALT BAY
All year long It has been Bob
Savitt and John Morlidge who have
provided the big victories for the
Scots tennis team. Last Saturday
however, a new man, junior Tom

::
.

x
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'I-- .
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Atmosphere)
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Compact Disc Revolution Chills
"I don't expect heavy student
"It's not evolution, it's
market
revolution," says the disc Jockey at interest in the compact disc
4
months," says Chris
Boulder, Colorado radio station for
DAM Stereo
Webber, manager-o- f
KBCO. which plays to college
dents at the University of Colorado. near the University of
(CPS)

nine-tc-1-

a.

Missouri-Columbi-

He's talking about the new com"We don't expect students to be a
pact digital disc music system: a
significant part of the compact disc
turntable that plays small,
away," adds Bruce
inch "records" by read- business right
manager
of the Listen
Allen,
Van
digitally-encoded
ing
information
Up stereo shop in Boulder "But by
on them with a laser.
Disc jockeys record and audio Christmas, when the price of the
dropping, we exequipment makers, radio stations equipment starts many
students'
and home stereo buffs an seem to pect to be on
be heralding the compact disc as Christmas list."
Price is the main reason for
the greatest advancement in sound
being . shut out of the
since Edison invited the gramo- students right
now, they agree.
revolution
phone.
compact
disc players curThe
industry
But for students, most
while
rently
for
sell
observers agree, the revolution has
are
themselves
discs
miniature
the
will
them,
and
without
started
to
each.
$25
$18
priced
at
probably continue without them for
Seventy percent of the American
at least the next year.
college student body currently
owns conventional stereo systems,
for which students paid an average
of $700 per system, according to
Steve Zeinf eld, head of CASS Advertising, an Evanston. HL, ad
service for college paplacement
Continued from Page 11
pers.
But about 22 percent of the stumost to the point where you have, to dents
who own stereos paid $1,000
you
conficocky.
don't have
If
be
more
or
for their systems. Zeinf eld
dence in your ability, you're not adds. That
means there already
going to stop the balL"
college market
may
a
sizable
be
beyond
pride
extends
Balkam's
players.
the
disc
Jor
Alhis lacrosse accomplishments.
Industry observers think the relativthough he was recruited by a numely-small
of music
ber of schools, he came to The available on selection
keep
will
also
disc
College of Wooster despite the fact
away,
however.
students
that the Scots' lacrosse program
There are about 100 albums
was not strong. A history major, he available
"over 400
on discs,
has become a good student at titles wm be availablebut
by the end of
Wooster while playing a major role the year." says Mark Finer of
in making Wooster's lacrosse pro- Sony, the first firm to sell the
gram one of the finest in Division systems the U.S.
in
four-and-a-h- alf

$1,000-11,20-

0.

Balk am

in.
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system
To introduce its CDP-10- 1
to the country, Sony has given
players to two major stations
in
one classical and one rock
each major American market
"People can even hear the difference on their car radios," Finer
boasts.
"The digital system overcomes
the last vestiges of the problems
that plagued conventional records:
wow, flutter, distortion, dust, worn
needles. That's all irrelevant because a
laser reads the
record disc," he explains.
The laser reads the digital codes
etched on the disc surface, and
low-pow-er

translates the binary sequences

into sounds. The disc itself is coated with a clear plastic that the
laser can read through, but which

protects the disc from dust, fingerprints and wear and tear that
eventually destroy vinyl records.
Finer says.
"And because every sound wave
is broken into thousands of binary
codes, the quality of the reproduction is excellent." he adds. "The
laser can repeat any cut on the
album, provide random access to
any songs in any order, and even
scan the album at high speed."
The discs' cost will come down as
the market for the music expands,
adds Laurie Steinberg of CBS
Records, which will be the first
American manufacturer of compact discs.
"We obviously think compact
discs are the direction of the future," she says. "But on the other
hand, they wont replace conventional analog records. Most people
will have both for a long time."
But CBS along with the rest of
hopes comthe music industry
pact discs win help improve sagging sales of the .last several years.
Industry analysts say the high
cost of records and the allure of
electronics have switched student
which was
interests from music
almost commercially inexhaustible
to
through the
computers.
Music companies are counting on
compact disc systems to create
enough excitement to revivify
sales.
Moreover, Steinberg thinks they
may even help regain sales lost to
home taping of records "because
people will be so impressed with
the quality of the record that they
won't want to put it on tape."
mid-seventi- es

--

tech-oriente-

CASS's Zeinf eld says the new
technology may even mean an improvement in college newspaper ad
sales.
"The record companies have cut
their advertising budgets (across
the board) over the last few
years," he recounts. "But if the

industry

regains

d
people will
"The
get it first" predicts Chris Webber
in Missouri. "Then you have a real
slow drift to the average consum-

er."

"But it looks like it's definitely
coming. The question for me, as
well as for students, is when to
Jump in," he says.

its strength

through compact discs, I think the
college market will be very attractive to them."
Still, some more cautious people
see the new technology as something less than the cure for all His.
"I plan to dip my toes, into the
compact disc market very slowly,"
says Chuck Rutzen, manager of
Heartbeat Records near Kent State
University.
"Right now. there's simply not
the selection of albums available,
and they are still too expensive for
the average college student," he
observes. "I don't know if compact
discs wQl ever move beyond the

audiophile market"
To be sure, the industry has had
its share of busts before: the meteoric rise and fall of eight-trac- k
tapes, the
life cycle of
even-brief-

er

quadraphonic records.
"But the big difference with
those products," claims Listen Up's
Van Allen, "is that they were only
marginal Improvements on the
same basic product The difference
with compact discs is tremendous.
It's a whole new technology."
And despite misgivings. Van Allen has already sold five compact
disc systems to CU students.
four-chann-el

plan on living a long "
and healthy lite, so I get.
regular cancer checkups.
I

NOW AVAILABLE
Indexes from past years.
19C0 and 1901 Wooster
annuals for 010 ea.
Available at the Index

office in Lowry daily
from 1:00 to 5:00, -evenings after
7:00.
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